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An inscrutable stranger offers him a deal
that seems too good to be true. And it is.
Joshua soon faces new challenges to
survive in a place he had not believed was
even real.
Having successfully evaded the colony’s
underworld and corrupt police, Joshua
finds himself trapped alone in a sterile
white room. But it is no ordinary room,
changing and shifting in response to his
reactions and behaviors. Ultimately, he will
have to make a choice… one that will forever
change the direction of his life.
DG Lamb creates a dynamic world full of
new challenges and lessons for an
endearing young hero. Lamb’s extensive
experience as a clinical neuropsychologist
and his understanding of posttraumatic
stress symptoms injects psychological
authenticity and complexity into Joshua and
a host of engaging new characters.
ISBN -978-0999327531

What fans are saying…

“I love the way this story feels like something that’s never quite been done before.” (LS Hitchcock)
“After that explosive first novel, the second novel in the series brought something new and even
better to readers." (R Tanveer)
“It has so much to offer, from intellectual discussions to an injection of comedy." (KJ Simmill)
“I'd recommend this series to lovers of the science fiction genre who are on the
hunt for something a little deeper, a little more intra-personal, and a lot more fun." (J Michele)
“ The conflict is developed at multiple levels… The sense of unpredictability permeates the narrative
and creates the suspense that urges the reader to keep on turning pages..” (C Sia)
“This is the kind of book that hooks you immediately and refuses to let go. “ (KJ Simmill)
“There is nothing more satisfying than a fully realized hero with heart and depth.”( LS Hitchcock)

About the Author:
D G Lamb is a board certified clinical neuropsychologist. His day job involves helping people to become more
independent after some type of neurological injury. In addition to a doctorate in Clinical Psychology, he has a Master’s
in Art Therapy. He has also worked with law enforcement officers to deal with PTSD after critical incidents. While
recovering from prostate cancer surgery, his son suggested he try his hand at creative writing. Although his
professional experiences certainly informed aspects of this story, he also drew upon his love of cooking and
backpacking the mountain trails of Arizona (where unlike Cypress Grove, it rarely rains). The Deepest Cut was his
debut novel and this followup Forging the Blade was published June 2018.

